Modeling and Verification for Track Circuit Encoding in Train Control Center Based on UML and TA
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Abstract—The correct implementation of Train Control Center (TCC) software has great significance on the safe operation of high-speed railways. There are some problems in the currently used timed automata (TA) method for modeling TCC software, such as subjectivity and uncertainty in the modeling. In order to better verify the features of TCC software, this paper presents a new modeling method which combines Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Timed Automata (TA). As track circuit encoding function is a key function in TCC software, this paper takes it as an example to show the effectiveness of the proposed modeling method. Firstly, the UML class diagrams and state diagrams of TCC software were established based on the detailed analysis on TCC software. Secondly, the TA models are built according to the corresponding rules between UML and TA model. Finally, TA models were simulated and validated in the validation tool, UPPAAL. The simulation results show that TCC software can meet its functional requirements and performance requirements.

Index Terms—TCC software, timed automata, UML, UPPAAL, track circuit encoding

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the general technical specifications of CTCS (Chinese Train Control System), CTCS system consists of ground equipments and on-board equipments [1-2]. In this specification, train control center (TCC) is one of the ground equipments and the core safety equipment in CTCS which is directly related to safety running of train [3]. Meanwhile, TCC is composed of TCC software and some hardware devices. Therefore, modeling and verification of TCC software have great significance on the safe operation of high-speed railways. In this paper, we focus on the correct implementation of TCC software which is related to the running safety of high-speed trains [4].

There are some researchers who proposed a safety evaluation method for TCC software based on simulation and debugging [5]. However, simulation and debugging cost a lot of time and cannot assure that all conditions are verified. Meanwhile, other researchers used Petri net to model and verify TCC software [6]. But there are many elements existing in Petri net models, which make the net difficult to be understood[9-12].

To overcome the shortcomings of the above studies, we are trying to combine UML (Unified Modeling Language) and TA (Time Automata) to model TCC software in this paper. UML is a common graphical description modeling method for object-oriented development. Since UML can provide favorable conditions for describing systems on the space, it is an important tool for analyzing software in engineering at present. A graphic depiction of system on the space is able to clearly describe the system's internal attributes [7]. To some extent, sequence diagrams in UML are rigor with integrity which has been proven in practical applications. TA is another modeling method which is commonly used to model the behaviors of real-time system. It defines real-time behaviors of real-time systems by defining time language [8]. Once TA and UML modeling method are combined together to validate the design of software, the subjectivity and uncertainty in models can be effectively avoided which is caused by TA.
modeling method used alone. This combining method takes full use of UML modeling characteristics and describes software system in a more objective way. In this paper, UML and TA method are combined together to model track circuit encoding process, a key function of TCC software. UML and TA models are built at first in this paper. Then, the functions and performance of the built models are verified in a model validation tool, UPPAL.

II. ESTABLISHMENT OF UML MODEL

A. Establishment of UML Class Diagram for Track Circuit Encoding Process

In this paper, we take the encoding process in ZPW-2000 track circuit as an example. ZPW-2000 is an uninsulated frequency shift auto-blocking system which is commonly used in China. The track circuit encoding function is a key function in TCC software, which achieves its encoding function based on the analysis of TS (track side) information and CI (computer interlock) approaching information[13-15].

According to the track circuit encoding rules in ZPW-2000, the encoding process is divided into four modules in UML class diagrams. The first module is the main logic processing of encoding which achieves the trigger of encoding, process control and the controlling of encoding direction. It consists of two classes, GetCode and CycControl. The second module is TS information processing which achieves the judgment of track circuit state and the sorting of occupied sections. It includes two classes, GetBlockState and GetBlockFromDB. The third module is interlock information processing which realizes the obtaining of approach information and determines the type of approach. This module includes only one class, GetRouteState. The final module, the encoding module, accomplishes the encoding of low frequency for each section. It is composed of eight classes and each class respectively achieves encoding of up or down line, up or down driving and front or after station. Since the encoding logical is the same for the different driving directions and different lines and there are some differences in the encoding of front or after station, we just modeled on front and after station in the context of down line and down driving to illustrate the modeling process. Therefore, this paper divided this process into two classes, GetCodeRearXX and GetCodeAheadXX.

B. Establishment of UML State Diagram for Track Circuit Encoding Process

UML state diagram is used to show the behaviors and states owned by an object. The state of an object is determined by its current actions and conditions. In addition, state diagram displays the possible states that an object may be transferred into leaded by status changing [16-17].

This section established UML state diagram for track circuit encoding process in ZPW-2000. State diagram on each function point which is considered as an object is respectively established. Detecting whether occupied section is in jurisdiction is shown as an example in this section. The established state diagram is displayed as follows:

![Figure 1. UML state diagram for detecting whether occupied section is in jurisdiction](image)

The above state diagram is invoked by ‘obtaining occupied information from TS’. This state diagram provides the function of occupied detecting. It tests whether the occupied section is valid and within TCC jurisdiction or not by comparing the acquired occupied section number with section number in line data.

III. ESTABLISHMENT OF UML&TA MODEL
In accordance with corresponding rules between UML and TA, each member automat is established corresponding to the established UML state diagram. Therefore, TA models are divided into four modules according to the corresponding relationship rules. Each module makes up a timed automata network which is made up of multi-member automat. However, each member automat is corresponding to an UML state diagram[18-20].

We take ‘CI information processing module’ for description. Four member timed automat corresponding to four UML state diagrams are respectively established as ‘Obtaining approach’s status’, ‘Detecting the effectiveness of approach’, ‘Getting the approach’s flag’ and ‘Determining the type of approach’. However, the TS information processing timed automata network model is built according to the definition of TA. They are GetRouteMsg|CheckRouteFlag|GetRouteFlag|JudgeRouteType which are referred to U&A_CIMsgHandle model. They were shown in Figure 2 (a, b, c, d):

Figure 2(a) The TA model of ‘Getting status of the approach’

Figure 2(b) The TA model of ‘detecting effectiveness of the approach’

Figure 2(c) The TA model of ‘Getting the approach flag’

Figure 2(d) The TA model of ‘determining type of the approach’

Where the identifier at the end of the signal ‘!’ means the signal is sent once the conversion occurs. And the identifier at the end of the signal ‘?’ represents the conversion occurs once the signal is received.

The U&A_CIMsgHandle model achieves parsing of CI information packet and judgment of the approach type in Figure 2(a, b, c, d). The model in figure 2(a) obtains the opening, locking and unlocking state of approach from CI information packet. The model in figure 2(b) judges the effectiveness of the approach by comparing the approach table. It is mainly to prevent interlock information error and handle errors as local TCC does not recognize the approach. The model in figure 2(c) is used to obtain approach flag, including the pros or cons information of turnouts and the signal information along with the approach etc. The model in Figure 2(d) gets the approach’s type by comparing approach flag, such as pick-up/depart approach, main line/side line approach.
IV. Simulation And Verification For UML&TA Model

A. Simulation and Verification of the Model

UPPAAL is an integrated tool for modeling, validation, verification of the real-time systems modeled as TA networks. Its typical application areas are real-time controllers and those where timing aspects are critical in particular. Once the UPPAAL is used to simulate the system, specific or random running process in system can be observed. Interactions between each model along and system running process could be displayed as well as the location, time and state changing of single model in the run-time.

Simulation for model test is incomplete. That means it could prove the presence of errors, but not able to find the errors which do not occur in simulation. As we all know, it is unrealistic to do endless model simulation. By use UPPAAL, we can find some obvious errors in TCC model at the beginning of verification. However, the UPPAAL is used to validate subtle and complex conversions in the models as well as validate system’s characteristics based on quickly search of entire system state space in this section.

BNF (Backus-Naur Form) language is used to verify the functional of TCC model in UPPAAL. Functional verification of TCC software is divided into logic, sequence and fault-security three parts. However, the main verification functions and formally logical expression according to BNF grammars are as follows:

1. Logical functions:
   1) All the occupied sections are encoded when there are multiple occupied sections:
      \[ \text{E} < \text{CheckTwoOccGap}.\text{EncodeGap} \implies (\text{GetOccMsgFromTS}.\text{OccNumXX} > 1) \]
   2) Protective codes are encoded for the pit mouth without approaching:
      \[ \text{E} < \text{EncodeFirstOccRear}.\text{EncodeHU} \implies (\text{GetRouteMsg}.\text{FlagGetRouteStation} = 0) \]
   3) Encoding message for active transponder according to the departure routes:
      \[ \text{E} < (\text{FunMsgBuilder}.\text{BuildETCS5_3_FJZ} \land \text{FunMsgBuilder}.\text{BuildCTCS2_3_FJZ}) \implies (\text{ScnMsgBuilder}.\text{SideOut}) \]

2. Fault-security functions:
   1) If it is failure to get segment information at the time of track circuit encoding, then alarm and exit:
      \[ (\text{GetOccMsgFromTS}.\text{GetOccNum}\&\&\text{GetOccMsgFromTS}.\text{getOccNm}) \implies (\text{TCC}.\text{Exit} \&\& \text{TCC}.\text{Alarm}) \]
   2) If the occupied section does not meet the three-point check, then alarm and exit:
      \[ (\text{GetOccID}.\text{CmpOccNm}(-\text{Temp.OccIndex}) \geq 2) \implies (\text{TCC}.\text{Exit} \&\& \text{TCC}.\text{Alarm}) \]
   3. Sequence functions:
      1) Encoding track circuit after the track segment and the approaching information have been gotten:
         \[ \text{A}[\text{not(GetOccIDAhead}.\text{CheckOccNum})\implies (\text{not(GetRouteMsg}.\text{Return})) \]

2) The time of receiving approach is earlier than the time of station encoding:
   \[ \text{A}[\text{not(GetOccIDAhead}.\text{CheckOccNum})\implies (\text{not(GetRouteMsg}.\text{Return})) \]

The formal logical expressions corresponding to each function point are imported in UPPAAL. Then the UPPAAL validates each function by quickly searching state space in models. At last, the verification results indicate that the above logical expressions are satisfied as shown in figure 3:

B. Infering and Detecting of the TCC Software Error

Error analysis of software’s verification results is helpful to find more problems which are existing in the software. Further on, we could take actions on the error protection of software. As security software in the train control system, TCC software has higher quality requirements than other software. This paper detects the following types of inferred errors for TCC software in this paper:

1. Logical errors
   Logical errors express as deadlock in model validation which is detected by statement ‘A[] not deadlock’. If deadlock appears in model validation, logical errors should be considered at first.

2. Pointer defense class
   In order to illustrate pointer defense issue, validation of TA model ‘Getting segment information from current line’ is shown as an example. The following statement is used to verify:
   \[ \text{E} < (\text{GetCurDrc}.\text{Return} \implies \text{GetCurDrc}.\text{pData} = \text{NULL}) \]
   The verification result is ‘Property is not satisfied’. This error manifest as failing to obtain track segment information in TCC software, which makes pointer of track section become empty. However, the following results will become unpredictable. System halted is optimistic scenario. So it is essential for security software to do error inference detection. ‘If pData is empty, then jump’ is used to do error protection in ‘getting segment information of the current line TA model’ in figure 4.
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3. Unreachable branch

Unreachable branch can be detected by statement 'A [] not deadlock'. Incomplete consideration of software in design process would lead to unreachable branch. If the conditions are set incomplete, UPPAAL can verify as being deadlock.

We take the TA model of 'detecting first occupied' as an example to show this software error. The validation result of the model shown in figure 5(a) is deadlock. According to single-step debugging in the UPPAAL simulator, we can know that the position of deadlock in the state 'Count'. Cmp(IsLocalOcc) is identically equal to 1 and LocalBlockIDX is identically equal to 0. When the deadlock occurs, it leads to that transfer conditions from the 'Count' state to any state can't be satisfied.

When the state is in deadlock, the detection section count variable LocalBlockIDX is equal to 0 after the detection of section in jurisdiction have been completed and Cmp(IsLocalOcc) is equal to 1 if an occupied section has been detected. There is no corresponding branch and processing when TCC software is in the above described state. Once the detection of section in jurisdiction has been completed and occupied section was detected, Flag IsLocalOcc should be assigned for detecting occupation and the current state should be transferred to the return state. Therefore, the modified model is shown in Figure 5(b).

V. Summary

UML&TA modeling method are combined together to model track circuit encoding process in TCC software. It can effectively avoid the subjectivity and uncertainty of model which is caused by timed automata modeling used alone. The object-oriented features in UML and the automatic validation function in TA are fully utilized in this combining method. UML&TA models with higher convincing degrees are obtained through UML models. Validation of UML&TA models is divided into logic, sequence and failure-security, which make the verification more comprehensive. In order to solve software encoding problem, this paper presents an error inference and detection method which improves the performance of TCC software.

Firstly, this paper established UML class diagrams and UML state diagrams for track circuit encoding process in TCC software. Secondly, UML&TA models were established according to corresponding rules between the built UML model and TA. Finally, this paper formalized the statement verification on UML&TA models by quickly searching of model state space. In addition, this paper inferred and detected three types of errors which are likely to exist in track circuit encoding process.
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